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It’s not if will you be breached, 
it’s when. 
Has now become: 
 

When did you find out 
you were breached? 
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 None of the individual elements of 
responding to an incident are difficult 

 Added pressure: 
◦ Every minute matters 

◦ Emotions run high 

◦ C-suite asking for updates 

◦ What if the media calls? 

◦ Are systems down? Should I bring 
them back up? 

◦ Whois this? 

◦ Did we move this to the cloud? 
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 The earlier in the 
process you can stop 
an attack, the easier it 
is to contain it. 

 Incident response 
planning has to 
assume that the 
adversary has already 
reached the end of the 
chain 
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When an Incident Has Occurred, Invoke the 
Following Process 

 Discovery – initiates Incident Response 

 Containment 

 Management 
◦ Eradication 

◦ Service Recovery 

◦ Forensic Analysis 

 Closure 
◦ Notification 

◦ Remediation 
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EVENT NOTIFICATION 

FORENSIC 
INVESTIGATION 

COMPLETE 

DISCOVERY 

CONTAINMENT 

Average Timeline Days 

Event to Discovery 66 

Discover to Containment 1 

Completion of Forensic Investigation 29 

Discovery to Notification 43 

ONGOING 
REMEDIATION 

SERVICE 
RECOVERY 
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1. Something looks wrong 
 (65% discovered internally) 

 System bluescreens 

 Ransomware screen 

 Unusual files discovered on system 

 Users cannot access their files 

2. Investigation by discoverer 

3. Realization this is a security incident 

4. Notification to information security team 

5. Formal Cyber Security Incident Response 
Team (CSIRT) process initiated 
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 Notify the CSIRT with current information 

 IT will be primary resource for containment 

 Leverage standard IT incident response 
processes 

 Remember to avoid destroying evidence while 
containing the event 
◦ IT often motivated to simply restore service quickly 
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Incident 

Command 

HR 

In house 

counsel 

In house 

IT 

Privacy Compliance 

Business 

Units 

Media 

Relations 

External 
counsel 

Outside 
Forensics 
Experts 

 Directs activities to be taken 

 Coordinates disparate activities 

 Motivates responders 

 Provides specific instructions 

 Seeks ongoing feedback 

 Delegates authority to others 

 Understands and accepts the need to be 
flexible, modify plans 
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 Operational lead 
◦ Determines actions to take to identify and resolve 

the incident 

 Planning lead 
◦ Creates plans for the business to ensure operations 

have minimal impact and implement recovery plan 

 Communications Liaison 
◦ Primary point of contact for executives and external 

parties 

 Scribe 
◦ Writes everything down 
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Some of these terms are borrowed from the HICS 

process. (Hospital Incident Command System) 

Maintain current contact information 

 Internal Stakeholders and Decision Makers 
◦ Legal 

◦ Compliance 

◦ Privacy 

◦ IT 

 External Service Providers 
Build relationships before something happens 

◦ Cloud Providers 

◦ Managed Service Providers 

◦ Cybersecurity Insurance Contacts 

◦ External Counsel 
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 Set expectations 
◦ Executives want answers in 2 or 3 days 

◦ Average is 29 days in healthcare 

 Communications 
◦ Daily CSIRT huddle 

 Document everything 

 Handle as a criminal investigation 

 Avoid managing investigation as a 
project 
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 Search for instances of malware on other 
devices 

 Build firewall rules to block communication 

 Create SIEM alerts to notify of new events 

 Change passwords of affected users 

 Change passwords of all users 

 Rebuild compromised servers and 
workstations 
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 Work with CIO to prioritize and coordinate 

 Slow down to ensure compromised servers 
and workstations are not brought back into 
service 

 Provide clarity on what needs to be monitored 
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Conflicting Priorities 

  CIO: Restore service as quickly as possible 

  CISO: Preserve evidence and ensure no further compromise 
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Key Questions 
 What happened? 

 How did it happen? 

 How do we contain it? 

 How do we recover services? 

 Whom do we need to tell? 

 How can we protect affected people? 

 Was anything else compromised? 
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 Should be your first call for external help 

 Typical Services Offered 
◦ Mailing of notification letters 

◦ Service desk for customer inquiries 

◦ External legal counsel 

 Must be on insurer’s list 

◦ External forensics and investigation 

 Must be on insurer’s list 

 Document time spent to submit for 
reimbursement 
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 Resist urge to run to your neighborhood 
security partner firm 

 Cybersecurity insurance providers typically 
require use of one of their partners to qualify 
for reimbursement 

 Establish relationship with your forensic firm 
before an event 
◦ Need a BAA in place 

 Hand off from local to approved investigation 
firm will cause delays and confusion 
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 Determine ahead of time when you will 
engage law enforcement 
◦ FBI usual for data breaches 

◦ Local police less frequent 

 Don’t expect LE to help you  
◦ LE wants to solve their criminal case 

◦ LE will share little information to help your efforts 

 LE can ask that notification be delayed if it 
may hinder their investigation 
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 Conduct a daily start-the-day call to recap 
previous day and overnight work 

 Clarify assignments 

 Delegate new tasks based on findings 

 Capture issues that need immediate response 

 Remind people this is need-to-know 
information 
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Establish a process 

 Determine who needs to be “read in” 

 Track people who have the whole story 

 Remind people this is confidential and strictly 
“need to know” 

 Ask Legal if need Attorney-Client Privilege on 
written communications 
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Incident 

Command 

Executives 

CSIRT 

Team 

Affected 
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All 

Employees 

Patients 

Media & 

Public 

Business 

Partners 

Regulatory 

Agencies 
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 What is the approval process? 

 Who will author information releases? 

 Who will send information releases? 

 Who will be contact person for inquiries? 

 Will you track who is informed? 

 How will you determine who needs to get 
communications? 

 How will you handle external queries before 
any statements have been issued? 
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 Assume event is a criminal investigation 

 Use chain of custody protocols for all physical 
and forensic evidence 
◦ Have tamper proof evidence bags 

available 

◦ Use chain-of-custody form and 
procedure 

 Scribe responsibilities 
◦ Create a daily activity document 

◦ Note time of significant discoveries and decisions 

◦ File formal notes of meetings 

◦ Document assignments 
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 Best approach is to create a forensic image 
◦ Install imaging software on all machines pre-event 

 Copy forensic image to a USB device 

 Secure all copies physically 

 If necessary, pull and store the hard drive 
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 Security Information and Event Manager 
◦ Ensure SIEM is retaining all critical log files 

 Firewalls with ATP, Anti-malware solution, Active 
Directory, DNS Server, Mail servers, etc. 

 Forensic Software 
◦ Preinstall on all servers and workstations 

◦ Create snapshots of machine including memory 

◦ Snapshots are admissible as evidence 

 Firewall (“Next Gen”) 

 Good old “Antivirus” 

 FRED (Forensic Recovery of Evidence Device) 
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 HIPAA requires notification within 60 days of 
discovery 

 Several states require notification of less than 
60 days (e.g. Florida is 30 days) 

 Avoid notifying too early, with incomplete or 
inaccurate information 

 Never notify past 60 days 
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 Business Closure 
◦ Required notifications completed 

◦ Operations recovered and no further threat 

◦ Business getting back to business as usual 

 Incident Closure 
◦ Work continues on cleaning up the mess long after 

business closure 

◦ Process improvements 

 New Spin-off Initiatives 
◦ Acquire new security software, implement new 

procedures, hire staff, etc. 
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 Harden systems 
◦ Patch, reconfigure 

 Further segregate the network 

 Build new detection rules 

 Replace obsolete systems 

 Acquire new security tools 

 Provide training 
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 Most people will have experienced something 
new as you manage an incident 

 Capture as many different perspectives as 
possible 

 Look for common themes 

 Update process documentation right away 

 Review changes with CSIRT team 
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 Average cost of Forensics Analysis is $85k 

 Average ransomware payment is $40k 

 Average individuals notified is 6,470 for 
healthcare 

 Cybersecurity reimbursement: 
◦ Hours expended by employees 

◦ External counsel 

◦ Notification mailing and call center 

◦ Credit monitoring (only 35% enroll) 
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Prepare. Now. 

Identify your CSIRT team and 

external contacts 

Set expectations for timelines 

with your executive team 

Conduct a drill with your team 
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Opinions expressed in this presentation are the opinion of the presenter and 

do not necessarily reflect the vies of Children’s Minnesota. 


